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THE GENTLE GIANTS OF LIGHT
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MOVING in harmony

experience EMOTIONS
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DANCE together

create FOCUS
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poetic STAGING
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KORA - the westafrican HARP

Sound of the Giants: DUNDUMUSIK
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DUNDU MEANS DU UND DU (YOU AND YOU)

The hypnotising DUNDU puppets provide a stunning centre piece of every event environment. 
The sophisticated and innovative design is the creation of Tobias Husemann. Dundu’s transparent, flexible body, 
made up of individual fibre strands weaved together, is handled and steered by a team of 5 puppeteers who collectively 
breathe life into the gigantic puppets. 
Magical moments are created especially in harmony with the music of the Westafrican Harp Kora – the DUNDU Musik - by Stefan Charisius.

Despite their monumental size and imposing appearance, the puppets move smoothly with natural grace and charm. 
They interact with the audience with surprisingly humanistic actions. The DUNDUs truly are something special. W
ords alone cannot describe their captivating nature, so see and experience them yourself.    

MOVE AND INSPIRE PEOPLE

PHILOSOPHY

VIDEO
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THE DUNDU FAMILY
Via intelligent constellations of different sizes of figures, strong intuitive impressions can 
be shown: e.g. family pictures with father, mother, child. Each and every DUNDU figure 
here has a very distinct character  and we would be happy to support you in choosing the 
perfect figure for your event.

THE GIANT DUNDU – 
majestic and elegant on Dream Trips
Resulting in a subtle, collective consciousness. The beholder’s attention casts a persona of 
DUNDU thus propagating creative Now and again the figures turn into the beholder’s projec-
tion screen, capable to adopt various characters. Therefore, they become the universal staging 
object which captivates in every setting and makes the audience dream. Each and every mo-
vement is a result of collective impulses in the here and now.

The new DUNDU – 
2,8 meters of revolutionary puppet show
Tobias Husemann’s newest creation attains an unheard-of level of interaction with the public: 
Via the ingenious head control, the new DUNDU can communicate more profoundly and he 
is able to embody true emotions. The new DUNDU is capable to walk across walls and to ex-
cite with brilliant flips and jumps, therefore managing the balancing act between the real and 
surreal world inaugurating quite a new spectrum of movements in puppet shows. 

THE LITTLE DUNDU a wholehearted whirlwind
The little DUNDU is outclassing his big brothers by far in agility, he goes straight to the 
viewer’s heart. The audience’s focus roams from the petite light figure not only to his five souls 
but to the enchanted faces of the public as well. Making you feel safe and secure, he is all set for 
any adventure. Whether as dancing DJ, as curious inquirer/stalker or as little shyish charmer – 
he touches you and stays vividly in mind.
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BIMBI - THE AMAZING GRACE
Now, color comes into play : 

For the 10th anniversary of DUNDU - the gentle giants - from 
puppeteer Tobias  Husemann - the creative collective comes 
up with an entirely new figure : 

In the context of theater production at the Theaterhaus 
-  BIMBI saw the light of the stage and shared unforgettable 
dance moments with DUNDU in tango mood. 

An unequal incredible couple who complements each other 
perfectly. The search for a companion and playmate was 
successful and the two are now looking forward to the stages 
of the world and the next dance . Equipped with the latest 
lighting technology BIMBI has the opportunity to support the 
expression of emotions through color effects. 

It is the consistent further development of the Giant Puppet 
art with the flexibility that already allowed DUNDU to see the 
world and Bimbi ś futuristic design meets perfectly 
contemporary art and Zeitgeist.

BIMBI Videos:

Video - FAMAB AWARD 2015 

Video - die Puppenstars bei RTL 2016 Halbfinale
passwort: puppenstars

Video - die Puppenstars - Finale 
passwort: puppenstars
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A NEVER SEEN LOVESTORY....
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Giant DUNDUs
Height:
4,30 m - 4,8 m
LIght
white
(colours upon request)
RGB +  W-DMX technology
is feasible

width:
1,50 m 
Puppeteers:
5
Performance Time
20 - 30 min  (Walk-Acts)
3-60 Minutes (Show pro-
ductions

TECHNICAL DATA:
DUNDU & BIMBI

1 middle-szied DUNDU
Größe
2,8 m
Puppeteers:
5

width:
1 m
LIght:
white and red
performance time of one set
30 minutes

small DUNDU puppets
Height
0,7 - 0,9 meters
Puppenspieler:
5

Width
35 cm
Light
white
Maximale Spielzeit:
30 min

BIMBI
Height:
4,40 
Puppeteers
5 + 1 technician

Width:
1,5 meter
Light
RGB- LED Technique + W-DMX
Performance Time
20 - 30 min  (Walk-Acts)
3-60 Minutes (Show pro-
ductions

HINT:
The music is crucial for the poetic and movement of the Gi-
ants. We recommend the performance with our own live
DUNDUMUSIK and support you as well if a pre-production 
of music is required.
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Small Spheres / Stars

Diameter:                    Light (standard) 
2 x 55 cm                                 (white) / ( RGB upon request)--> W-DMX required
1 x 70 cm                                (white)
1 x 80 cm                                (white)

Giant Sphere: perfect for product reveal or VIP presentation 

Diameter
2,6 m                                    (white + red)
ca. 80 KG

requires to stage-hands and we recommend a strong fog machine

TECHNICAL DATA:
DUNDU SPHERES
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DUNDU draws attention to companies and stages your brand. Wherever DUNDU 
appears he guides the crowds. DUNDU attracts each target group and directs their 
interest in a unique way to your business and your products.
DUNDU ensures that your message is received and understood, it stands for trans-
parency and trust. DUNDU combines interaction, fascination and communication. 
Captivate your audience and get DUNDU as ambassadors for your business communi-
cation.
His liveliness animates your product and your mission.
Ten years show experience and the mesmerizing live music ensure that your ideas are 
perfectly staged in a magical way. 
DUNDU is flexible and gives the audience the intense feeling of spatial size.
So his appearance makes dreams come true and vision become reality.

Show and staging options with the Gentle Giants of Light
- DUNDU welcomes the guest and the audience
- DUNDU awards something to a special persons (e.g. Rose / Award / object)
- DUNDU inaugurates the dance floow with a show choreography
- DUNDU takes the spectotaors to a discovery of the new product world  
- DUNDU in interactions with singer, artists and acrobats
- DUNDU and his star which lights up in your corporate colour
- DUNDU & BIMBI perform a poetic gigantic love story
- DUNDU Family inspires (FAther, Mother, Child)
- The Gentle Giants as Moderators (verbal or nonverbal) 
- Baby DUNDU as assitant of the moderator (cute and emotional)
- Selfie-Action with the Giants - Take your Photo
- Viral Marketing Effect through Social Sharing of Pics and Videos

DUNDU & BIMBI inspire @ Your Event
For Corporate Events, Fairs, Galas and promotional events - our Giants will mesmerize the crowd
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The DUNDU team is an experienced and professional artistic team of 35 players, 
technicians, musicians and creative minds around the two co-founder Tobias Husemann, 
Stefan Charisius and Fabian Seewald as managing and creative director.
Challenging the stauts quo, staying hungry and continual upgrading of  the DUNDU 
figures  guarantee professional shows, which always hit the nerve of time. According to 
your wishes and unusual ideas, we develop an individual show which nspires your custo-
mers and mesmerize around the world:
 For agencies: we are happy to assist you in advance graphically, visually and with other 
techniques in the presentation to the customer.
The flexibility and diversity is an integration in the
variety shows and events possible and we are here to provide unique moments here with 
advice and assistance. Tell us your idea and we make this vision a DUNDU reality.

Individual show concepts and productions
These Giants award your ideas a magical shape.

- Design and preparation by our creative team (brainstorming, idea generation, 
concept development)
- Technical implementation and realization by our technical team
- Adapted and individual music / sound by our DUNDUMUSIK musicians
- Lighting design of DUNDUS and stars that suits your light design
- Planning and implementation of further Acts, we would work here also with our 
own artists (juggling, dance, clowning ..) as well as our extensive international 
artist network to create unique moments and shows
- Project, and organizational supportfor thesmooth planning and execution of 
events
- Support for branding ideas
- Adapted and individual advertising media (images, videos, flyers, postcards, 
giveaways)
- professional video production of the event
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DUNDUMUSIK
The unique sound world of the Kora enlivens DUNDU and supports his unprecedented atmosphere

Each situation shares its common quality with the acoustic Besides, the magic spell and 
aesthetics are due, not least thanks to the music with its fluid sound structure of the West 
African Kora-harp, played by Stefan Charisius and conceived specifically for.
The beauty of the sound allows to create a unique relaxed world.
Thanks to the sensitive play of the Kora, the traditional music of both, the group/band 
TASUMA and the DUNDUMUSIK are also awarded a unique sound.
Additional musicians of the project are: Martin Andersson (piano, melodica, bass clari-
net) Matthias Schneider-Hollek (transverse flute, beatz).

Stefan Charisius composes music and songs on the Kora:
The westafrican harp with 21 strings:
He belongs to the few Europeans who excell in playing this instrument rhythmi-
cally complex, also as a soloist and in various formations. This musical instrument 
has been used for centuries as a means of opening channels for well-being and for 
inner peace. Blues, Jazz, Swing and the Pop music are using melodies developed by 
means of the Kora up to this day.

VIDEODUNDUMUSIK:
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Thanks and looking forward to a creative collaboration
Fabian Seewald and the DUNDU Ensemble

Gesamt Video Portfolio Dundu:
https://vimeo.com/duunddundu/portfolios

Lightfestivals:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/lightfestivals

Streetparades:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/street-parades

Festivals around the world:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/streetfestivals-feste-festivals

Sport Events mit DUNDU:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/sport

Corporate Events:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/corporate
für private Videos: Passwort auf Anfrage

Culture Events:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/culture-events

TV-Shows
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/tv-shows

BIMBI:
https://vimeopro.com/duunddundu/bimbi-and-dundu

References and further links
Our team and the figures are worldwide on different events on the road, please contact us. For a more detailed list of references: For a lot of our trips, 
we captured the best moments as memory for us and as inspiration for you -  We wish You lots of fun and creative momentum while watching


